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On the occasion of the 20th Summit, we proudly present a visual reminder of 
each of our get-togethers during the past 19 years. 32 pages recording magic 
moments, evoking the speakers on stage – a collection of the best brains in 
foodservice and beyond.
In addition, read about the Summit‘s history, learn about who is who on the Ad-
visory Board, and this year‘s Educational Partners. Last but not least, participants 
comment on their Summit experience. Finally, we recall the legendary sunset 
boat trip on Lake Zurich – culinary and connective highlight for many years.
Dip into it – and enjoy!

On the occasion of the 20th Summit (24th to 25th September 2019), we 
proudly present a visual reminder of each of our get-togethers during the 
past 19 years. 32 pages recording magic moments, evoking the speakers on 
stage – a collection of the best brains in foodservice and beyond.
In addition, read about the Summit‘s history, learn about who is who on the 
Advisory Board, and this year‘s Educational Partners. Last but not least, par-
ticipants comment on their Summit experience. Finally, we recall the legend-
ary sunset boat trip on Lake Zurich – culinary and connective highlight for 
many years. Dip into it – and enjoy!



Welcome to the 20th Summit

This September’s European Foodservice 
Summit will be something special. In fact, 
this unique event will be taking place 
for the twentieth time; it was first held 
back in 2000, after which it promptly 
developed into the most prestigious ed-
ucational get-together for the interna-
tional foodservice sector.

All started to take shape early in 1999, 
some 18 months before the premiere 
event took place in Zurich – home to 
the Summit until today. The idea was in 
the air for a while to create a new kind 
of foodservice industry meeting, one 
with a straight European focus.
 
A common vision shared by the Sum-
mit‘s three founders – all of them true 
experts in their fields, Gretel Weiss, Dr 
David Bosshart, and Professor Chris 
Muller: a widely recognised and experi-
enced trade journalist from Germany, 
editor-in-chief of two trade magazines 
famous among industry professionals - 
foodservice and its brand-new interna-
tional sister publication FoodService 
Europe (to become FoodService Europe 
& Middle East a few years later); a keen 

Listen, Learn, 
Make Friends!
thinker and visionary expert in terms of 
our social, commercial and economic 
future, head of the prestigious Gottlieb 
Duttweiler Institute in Switzerland; and 
a highly regarded university teacher 
from the USA, one of the very few scien-
tists world-wide specializing in chain-
restaurant management, today teach-
ing at Boston University. A congenial 
connection: media, research and edu-
cation.

Obviously it was the right moment in 
time (and the right people in place) to 
turn the vision into reality and create a 
conference that would strive to move 
the sector forward. The very first Sum-
mit, held on the premises of the Gott-
lieb Duttweiler Institute, with a floor 
capacity of some 125 participants, 
proved to more than fulfil all expecta-
tions. Heavily overbooked! Those who 
had to make do with video screens at 
the GDI’s Library enjoyed a cost-free 
champagne bar for consolation.

However, from year two, the Summit 
moved to the beautiful Lake Side Casino 
at the Zurichhorn right on the shore of 

Lake Zurich, welcoming up to 250 guests 
from around 20 countries in and outside 
Europe year by year. That‘s the limit up 
to now, a deliberate restriction. 

It all sums up to quality. People, pro-
gramme, connectivity: a family feel, se-
cured by a manageable number of par-
ticipants, and by fringe events such  
as the glorious boat parties on Lake  
Zurich, with the help of Marché Inter-
national.

Community building is a major asset. 
Yet not just a few long-term partici-
pants book their Summit ticket even be-
fore the programme is published. They 
trust in the promise that topics and 
speakers are carefully chosen by the or-
ganizers, always keeping in mind that 
quality of content is indispensable 
when it comes to staying relevant as a 
learning platform.

It is impossible to list here all the out-
standing speakers who have consoli-
dated the reputation of the Summit 
year on year. It has only become pos-
sible to furnish constantly new top ex-

perts with the help of the volunteer 
Board of Advisors. Among those active 
together from the start was Tony 
Hughes, at that time foodservice head 
of the British Bass Group (later Mit-
chells & Butlers). In addition, strong 
and continued financial and personal 
support has been given by the Sum-
mit’s Educational Partners.

In retrospect, the promise of the first 
EFSS – that we were at the beginning of 
a ‘European Decade’ – has come true. 
No matter that the European commun-
ity is facing some trouble (Brexit! Italy  - 
the new problem child ...), we need to 
stick together. Let’s celebrate 20 years 
of new ideas, of sound analyses and in-
spiring thoughts by the best brains in 
foodservice and beyond! On behalf of 
the three founders, Gretel Weiss has the 
final say: “Everything is only possible 
because of the strong support and loyal 
attendance each year from all of you, 
who continue to hold us to our promise 
to design a different kind of conference 
for a different kind of leader. So please 
know that at the heart of our promise is 
our sincerest thanks to all of you, our 
friends, our partners, our community.”

Greetings from Gretel, Chris and David!

The Summit: Who We Are
Foodservice Europe &  
Middle East. The leading 
B2B magazine for the
multinational restaurant 
industry is published by 
the dfv media group, 
based in Germany. The 
privately-owned compa-
ny embraces more than 
100 publications. Food 
and foodservice are one 
of the strengths of the 
publishing house. Largest 
publication: Lebensmit-
tel Zeitung.

www.food-service.de/ 
europe, gretel.weiss@dfv.de

GDI Gottlieb Duttweiler Insti-
tute. The European Insti-
tute for Economic and 
Social Studies focuses on 
retailing and the service 
industry. Main activities: 
congresses, seminars, 
consumer and manage-
ment research. For more 
than 40 years the inde-
pendent and future-ori-
ented institute has been 
developing and provid-
ing knowledge and inno-
vative solutions.

www.gdi.ch, 
david.bosshart@gdi.ch

 

Boston University. The 
leading private research 
institution with two pri-
mary campuses in the 
heart of Boston and pro-
grammes around the 
world hosted some 
34,000 students last 
year. The university’s 
School of Hospitality 
Management Administra-
tion is dedicated to the 
well-rounded education 
and preparation of hos-
pitality professionals.

www.bu.edu/hospitality,  
c.muller@bu.edu
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! Save the date: the 21st European 

Foodservice Summit will take 

place in Zurich from 24th to 25th 

September 2020. www.efss.ch

The Summit: Guidelines and Outlook
 •  The attendees at the European Foodservice 

Summit have been asking us “What comes af-
ter what comes next?” for two decades now. 
Our goal has always been to address the 
challenges that the industry confronts, to 
capitalize on new opportunities and to mini-
mize unforeseen risks in ever shifting market 
environments. By creating a community of 
leaders and learners we can share ideas and 
face the future together.

 •  We started in 2000 to set an agenda for the 
European decade. We have seen the crea-
tion and expansion of the Euro as a leading 
world currency, the introduction of home-
grown multi-national restaurant concepts, 
the rapid acceptance of numerous multi- 
ethnic cuisines which are now part of the  
European palate. During the same time, new 
management techniques, new sources of 

funding and new forms of ownership have 
become standard.

 •  The challenges identified 20 years ago - na-
tionalism, social welfare, real estate, govern-
mental regulations - are even more complex 
and daunting today. The decade 2010-2020 
has speeded up: more opportunities - deliv-
ery, digitalization! But then there are migra-
tion, aging populations, less effective central 
governments, and a powerful European legis-
lation which is not always nice to have.

 •  The advent of a true consumer society, the so-
phistication of a new generation of foodser-
vice and hospitality consumers, driven by the 
outrageous triumph of digital communication 
and social media in particular, versus a declin-
ing stability of the Eurozone, combine to cre-
ate new economic imperatives for regional 
co-operation and market realignments.

The founders: Dr David Bosshart, Gretel Weiss, Prof Chris Muller

Friedemann Findeis
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 2nd
 

2000: What comeS after What comeS Next? 2001: NeW PredictioNS | NeW PerSPectiveS | NeW PathS for SucceSS

Bites for Thought
•  Gaining a Temporary Monopoly Has Become a Vital 

Corporate Requirement. 

•  The Primary Function of Branding is Reduction of 
Uncertainty. 

•  Fresh Is the Most Powerful Word on Menus today. 

•  Restaurants Become the Second Kitchen, the Sec-
ond Living Room and the Second Apartment. 

•  The Euro Customer Does not Exist. We Are  
Facing a World of Growing Differences and Grow-
ing Similarities.

•  The End of Market Share: Competitiveness in  
the Future Foodservice World Is all about Time-
share, Leisure-share and Stomach-share.

•  Time Becomes the Ultimate Currency of the  
Future.

•  There is a Growing Need to Be Consumer Centric. 
One Size, One Taste, One Product for a Mass  
Market Is no Longer Good Enough.

•  In the Past, People Lived their Lives by Chance.  
Today, We Live our Lives by Choice. 

•  We Know More than We Can Say. Tacit Know ledge 
Is Probably the Most Important Source of Inno-
vation.

•  Hire Senior People, they Add Value.

•  Working Women Are Crucial Drivers of Change.

•  Consumers’ Question Is not any More: What Am  
I Going to Eat Today? But: How am I Going to Eat 
Today? 

•  Quick Casual: a Category Nobody Yet Owns.

Bites for Thought
•  Restaurant Branding and Company 

Branding Are Built on the Creation of a 
‘Good Story’.

•  Customers Will Pay for a Good Story: 
- With Greater Frequency 
- With Increased Loyalty 
- Accepting Higher Prices

•  Leaders are: 
- Changing Agents 
- Visionary 
- ‘Servants’

•  Customer Trust comes from:  
- Flawless Execution 
- Distinctive Products & Services 
- Focused Symbolic Imagery

•  Restaurants are Retailers of Time.  
Convenience & Value Are Defined by 
Consumers.

•  Nothing Works unless One Believes in 
It. Who Will Lead? 
- The Better Story Tellers 
- The Visionary Change Agents 
- The Allies of ‘Generation D’  
- The Legendary Brand Partners 
- The Radical Pionieers

•  Global Trends: 
- Desire for Fast Casual 
- Targeting the Single Adult Female 
- Frantic Focusing on Talent Retention 
- The Reawakening of ‘Environmental
 Design & Psychology’ 
-  Concession by the Baby Boomers of 

the Internet to ‘Generation D’

•  Be Ready to Question!

Marco Scandroglio

Kjell Nordström

Simonetta Carbonaro

François Dapremont

Craig Childress Carsten Gerlach Mark McKeon



2002: PlayiNg the attractioN game
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2003: Strategic iNgredieNtS for future SucceSS

Bites for Thought
•  Trend Diffusion Is Almost ‘Instantaneous’. 

•  New Consumers Will Look for the Comfortable 
 ‘Hybrid Space’. 

•  Companies Will Win if they Can Identify the  
‘Sustainable Competitive Experience’.

•  Design Is Strategy.

•  Markets Develop from ‘Experiment’ to ‘Core  
Offer’ to ‘Differentiation’ to ‘Customer Relation ship 
Management’.

•  The Future Is: 
- Between the Bread  
- Radical Freshness 
- Public Livingroom 
- Meal Solutions 
- Asia Goes Europe

•  Enhanced Connectivity Enhances Environmental 
Uncertainty. Train for Tolerance of Instability! 

•  The Restaurant Industry Must Become an Employer 
of Choice.

•  Don’t Try Harder - Try to Do it Differently.

•  Develop a Culture of Change: Don’t Try to Steer or 
Regulate in Detail. Help Unconventional Thinkers 
Get to the Top. Lead like a Facilitator, not a Con-
ductor.

Bites for Thought

•  Females will lead the market with their male “accessories”. Women’s 
growing mastery of multi-tasking, networking, caring and other requi-
sites of modern life makes them a more powerful influence on future 
society than men. 

•  Consumers want “healthy convenience in an entertaining box”. They re-
spond to emotions, passion and excitement, not just practical benefits. 

•  Going abroad demands a strong footing at home. Cross-border transfer 
of concepts and brands is risky unless real strengths have already 
been developed in the country of origin. 

•  Chains’ share across European markets is growing. The top 100 Euro-
pean foodservice companies, led by QSR chains and con tract  
caterers, pushed up sales by over 5% last year. 

•  We are locked in a cycle of “institutionalized imitation”. A “temporary 
monopoly” can be a crucial competitive weapon: The real rewards  
go to companies who are first in a market niche rather than simply  
engaging in “karaoke capitalism”. 

•  Learn to use the differences between “articulate knowledge” and “tacit 
knowledge”. Knowledge distilled from hard-won experience can be 
just as strong a competitive weapon as articulate or written-down 
knowledge. 

•  Pick your market battleground: “the survival of the fittest” or the “survival 
of the sexiest”. Techniques like outsourcing and rightsizing have 
helped big businesses stay fit but future success may increasingly be 

won by “sexy” companies which build strong, direct relationships 
with their customers.

•  Use the “lifecycle” to balance: right markets, right products, right 
 people. Chains which failed to constantly identify their strengths  
and weaknesses and re-invigorate their concepts face the threat of 
becoming me-too commodities. 

•  “Outsource” to the customer. Getting guests to do some of the work - 
like selfservice queueing or leaving their hotel bedrooms tidy - may 
be perceived favourably if it contributes to signifi cantly lower prices. 

•  Trust the concepts of price elasticity and price discrimination. If prod-
ucts or services are made cheaper - by cutting out frills and encour-
aging purchases outside of peak demand periods - people will con-
sume more of them. 

•  Invest in people and teams, on a local, global, geographic level. Your 
people are your biggest source of competitive strength. 

•  Identify the cultural differences. Localize the global brand. Suc cessful 
global and cross-border brands succeed when manage ment allows 
for a local cultural dimension. 

•  A magic story is hard to beat! Adding an extra dimension of customer 
involvement is a vital weapon for global brands. 

•  The restaurant industry is forever young. Challenge and chance for 
foodservice brands and concepts: permanent rejuvenation in terms 
of design, image, assortment and employee profile, without diluting 
the core of the brand. 



2004: the NeW Battle for mouthS, miNdS aNd marketS 
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2005: iNNovatioN aNd re-iNveNtioN from the core

Bites for Thought
•   Winner performance in foodservice: Make or buy 

the best restaurant managers. Develop or buy top 

level people for strategic jobs. 

•  Food trends: Menus are becoming more femi nine. 

Italian cuisine has developed to our culinary frame. 

Bread based meals continue to rise. 

•  To keep up with the ‘Tween market’ we should all 

go home and learn to play computer games.  

•  Successful brands are based on fear, love or mas-

tery.  

•  There is a difference between a ‘Culinary’ Star and 

a ‘Media’ Star.  

•  ‘Stories with legs’ create super brands.  

•  Customers long for authenticity which is created 

by: strong brands - strong chefs - strong ingre-

dients.  

•  ‘Manipulation’ creates needs for new product rules 

and paradigm shifts.  

•  Create new business models for new guest needs.   

•  Amenability & profitability are linked: Giving good 

restaurant is architecture + communication + oper-

ations.  

•  Expect acceptance then give acceptance.  

Bites for Thought
•  Stop believing in TINA (There Is No Alternative). 

•  Hail the concept of the ‘drink snack’ as caffe latte gives milk an adult 
format.

•  The emergent European fast-casual segment scores by being innova-
tive (fresh), efficient (fast) and sexy (attractive). 

•  Smash your brand! Getting back to your brand’s essence enables you 
to determine if it is still working.

•  Smell is a potent marketing weapon - it “transports us across thou-
sands of miles and all the years of our lives” (Helen Keller).

•  Work to live or live to work? That choice differentiates the Ameri can 
Dream and the European Dream. But there could be a bal ance be-
tween personal accountability and social responsibilty.

•  We really don’t need our toes to climb mountains - you have to move 
mountains in your mind. 

•  Quality, authenticity, attention to detail - give people a great offer 
and then manage the queue.

•  “What’s in it for me?” - customers ask that every day, and never forget 
that they can always go somewhere else.

•  The initial “food contact” frequently decides whether we like a coun-
try or not.

•  Food = fashion = art = authenticity. Foodservice is on the fashion 
edge and the way it is projected needs to be constantly re freshed. 

•  Spain is one of the healthiest markets in Europe - Florida, Texas and 
California rolled into one.
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2006:  future StrategieS for BuildiNg culture, 
 develoPiNg PeoPle, maNagiNg groWth

2007: chaNge the coNverSatioN With the cuStomer

Bites for Thought
•  ‘Discontinuous Innovation’ Knows no 

Time, no Master Plan 

•  Culture Conflicts = Opportunities

•  Three Layers of Technology Interface to 
Balance:
- Substitution 
- Displacement
- Complementarity

•  Restaurant Design is Moving from ‘Pub lic 
Living Room’ to ‘Public Apartment’ 

•  Customers Seek:
- Fit Bodies
- To Look Good 
- To Be Living Healthy 

•  Restaurant Customers Want More and 
More to Be Entertained as Well as Being 
Fed

•  Are You the Manager Your Employ ees 
Would Call ‘Great’? 

•  ‘Chi Va Piano Va Sano e Lontano.’ 

•  ‘Men Like to Go where Women Are, not 
the other Way around.’ 

•  Food Is Integral to the Design & Design 
Allows the Food to Speak for Itself. 

•  Brands Have to React to Emerging 
Trends to Remain Relevant 

•  Using Technology Means Finding the 
‘Human Anti-depressant’

•  Technology is the Application of  
Science to Commerce and Business  
(Including Behavioral Science)

•  Make Your Restaurant a ‘Trust Factory’ 

•  If You Don’t Have an Idea, Rent One!

•  Find the Five Strands: 
- Positive Process 
- Team Player
- Reach Beyond Your Grasp
- Execute Like a Champion 
- Be in the Moment 
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Bites for Thought
•  Competitive spending spurs new markets

•  Grasp the power of fresh

•  Connect with the discovery mind set to 
give your business a competi tive advan-
tage

•  Big bold flavours are replacing rich, 
creamy and heavy; foreign foods don’t 
have to be authentic to in spire

•  Look for perceived healthful options

•  (New) Beverages are increasingly consid-
ered as ‘liquid foods’

•  Green is the new black, worldwide

•  Communal tables help both singles and 
seniors to reconnect

•  People spend more and more time out 
and hand-held foods match that lifestyle 

•  When integrated with products and 
brands, design sells 

•  Customers need to be advised and guid-
ed like children 

•  Great taste - in food, ambience, service - 
is no longer an option; it is a competitive 
requirement

•  Brand consistency = design, menu and 
talent management 

•  Have excellent and expanding ex-
pectations of your people’s current abil-
ities and future potential 

•  Find your own village of origin; build on 
the culture of your brand tribe 

•  Keep your cash flow greater than your 
ego



2008: BuSiNeSS iN the time of Social NetWorkiNg 
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Marije Vogelzang Prof Dr Norbert Walter

James Woodbridge

Steven WinegarEdward Mohr 

2009: SettiNg a courSe for a NeW horizoN

Dr Kjell A. NordströmChristian Gansch
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Bites for Thought
•  When is your expiration date?

•  It’s not about the money, it’s about the 
mood.

•  Innovation is an investment into the fu-
ture, not an option.

•  The foodservice business can’t disappear 
into the web...

•  ...But the web can make your foodservice 
business disappear.

•  Let’s forget yesterday... today is a differ-
ent audience!

•  Respect is the key to perfect harmony.

•  As a leader I have to give information,  
so team members may become self-moti-
vated - they need to know ‘why’.

•  ‘Orchestral thinking’: the consciousness 
to know when the solo is over.

•  To understand macro-economics you 
must visualize the connection between: 
real estate in Dubai - underground cows 
in Riyadh - tollbooths in India - social  
policy in China.

•  You need to know if your customers are 
trading down or trading out.

•  Invest in a concept that is easily ‘cloned’ 
but hard to copy.

•  Deliver the ‘wow’ and also the ‘margin’.

•  Brand trust = price power.

•  Emotionalize the brand to move from 
pure commodity to differentiated brand.

•  We will all start to share.

•  Food that goes into your belly also goes 
into your brain.

•  It is now possible to be alone together.

•  Capitalism is not an ideology, it is a ma-
chine that sorts the efficient from the  
inefficient.

•  Lehman Brothers... do you think ‘Lehman 
Sisters’ would have done the same things?

Julia Matveeva

Ignasi Ferrer

Bites for Thought
•  Is Food the New Oil? 

•  ‘Prime Costs’ Mirror the Quality of Life

•  Great Performers Are Great Operators

•  There Is No Tomorrow Without Training 

•  It’s the People Who Make the Chicken

•  Great Brands Are Built from the Inside Out 

•  Prepare Now for ‘The Cloud’ of the One Machine 

•  Look for the Reconciliation of Your ‘Physical’ and 

‘Online’ Brand 

•  Google Isn’t a Search Engine, It’s a ‘Find’ Engine 

•  ROPO: Research Online Purchase Offline 

•  Digital ‘Immigrants’ vs. Digital ‘Natives’ 

•  If You Have Business During the Week, And on 

Weekends, And at Night, “It Helps” 

•  Performance Is Cheaper Than Advertising

•  Employees Who Enjoy Their Work Do a Better Job 

•  Frontline Level Leadership 

•  1. Employee, 2. Customer, 3. Shareholder  

•  Those Who Own the Oil Own the Nations. Those 

Who Own the Food Own Humanity 

•  Trust the Supplier vs. I Need to Know 

•  Buy Wisely, Cook Carefully, Eat it All 

•  The Right Attitude Turns Average into Great 

•  Welcome to The Age of Hyper-Authenticity 

•  We Are Closer to September 2015 Than We Are to 

September 2001 



Dr Ly Qui Trung Samy Molcho

Ibrahim Ibrahim Christoph Bründl

Jean-Luc Fourrier

Chris Muller

Bites for Thought
•  ‘Erotic capital’

•   Technology makes the future unpredict-
able.

•  Informal eating out. Public dining room - 
public living room - public work space.

•  Trend spotting is an art not a science.

•  Science v. romance; artisanal v. industrial; 
matriarchal v. patriarchal. Who will feed 
them?

•  The customer doesn’t think in categories 
... customers think in experiences.

•  Making entertainment shoppable.

•  Think digital, deliver analogue.

•  Prepare, prepare, prepare!

•  If no good ... out!

•  Think global, cook local.

•  Rice is wife, Pho is mistress.

•  Hospitality is the face that you see in the 
first 10 seconds.

•  Verbal language is about intent ... body 
language is the here and now.

•  Social media: creating a customer who 
then creates other customers.

•  Every door we open is a journey to  
your soul.

•  Pay your bills! Care for your people!

2010: game chaNgiNg aNd game chaNgerS

Rex A. Jones

Dan Holm

2011: faciNg the WiNdS of chaNge
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Howard Schultz

Berk Eksioglu, Levent Büyükugur

Bites for Thought
• We are entering ‘The Age of Less’.

• The new battle: global connections.

•  Three key culinary mega-trends: fast 

food, local food, Italian cuisine.

•  Transforming across boundaries: the  

logistics of bringing it to the customer 

–  ‘radically evolutionary’.

•  The loss of trust in institutions – the 

growth of a ‘DIY’ economy.

•  Rapid, but hardly noticeable change.

•  Creating profitability with a social con-

science.

•  We are on a collision course with time if 

we maintain the status quo.

•  We are not here to simply sell things, but 

to build a well of trust. We are not only a 

place of commerce but also a relation-

ship builder.

•  Food belongs to everyone.

•  ‘Human quality’ – authentic – local –  

rel evant.

•  ‘Feel your fruits. Know your berries.’

•  The distance between your most recent 

hire and your most passionate fan needs 

to be very short.

•  Brands will still be powerful – not as my-

thologies but as non-fiction.

•  Innovation has transformed the business, 

but building a ‘Recognition Culture’ re-

quires focus on the basics.

•  ‘Big Red Book’ – we are with our custom-

ers when they create their memories.

•  We do not think like our parents ... Just 

as our children do not think like their 

parents.

•  ‘Sports’ is the best social worker.

Nadine Beshir

Douglas Rushkoff

Ivan Schofield

Lord Sebastian Coe

Maria WirénGustavo DurànEllie Frost
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Julian Metcalfe



2012: ideaS. viSioNS. creativity 

Bites for Thought
•  Automation is accelerating.

•  Anarchonomy is spreading: a world with fewer 
rules in which large and small restaurants co-exist 
and mom and pop stores return.

•  Long term assets (like McDonald’s real estate)  
ally with long term wisdom to preserve tacit  
knowledge.

•  Produce more to seduce more.

•  The new retail: the value of the experience is more 
important than the purchases you make.

•  (1) Move fast (2) Focus on the consumer (3) Meet 
the ‘post-trauma’ customer.

•  Analyse - Innovate - Identify (can be in any order).

•  Your brand sits in the customer’s pocket.

•  Ambitious audience = positive pressure.

•  Not IF it is right, but WHEN (but never launch a 
product in August).

•  Better economic conditions drive eater cheques 
more than visit trends.

•  Branded chains lower risk for both investors and 
consumers.

•  Conscious capitalism: focus on a higher purpose 
rather than short term results.

•  Don’t risk losing long-term competitive advantage 
(Howard Johnson was once bigger than McDon-
ald’s).

•  Exercise the ‘new’ muscle - the brain needs to 
adapt.

Claus Meyer Prof Tomáš Sedláč  ek 

Joe Bastianich Ron Shaich

Jochen Pinsker

Alan Yau

Frank Schirrmacher

Chris Sanderson

Virginia Donado Prof. Richard Wiseman

David Baumgartner Kory Spiroff Panel: H. McGovern,  A. Karlsson, M. Bauer, R. Bergfors, J.-M. Orieux  

2013: BroadeNiNg our horizoNS

Karen ForresterRichard Engelhorn
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Bites for Thought
•  To be ageless, design needs to 

be cross-generational.

•  Foodservice space needs to 
be multi-use.

•  Consumer, prosumer, trysumer 
– stores have become test 
labs.

•  Evolution = internal profes-
sionals. Revolution = external 
challengers.

•  Segment boundaries getting 
harder to define.

•  You need to know what you 
want to do in your life – and 
have the guts to follow your 
heart.

•  From gastronomy to relation-
ships, haste is the biggest ene-
my.

•  Can you combat poverty with 
deliciousness?

•  It’s not just luck: resilience 
creates opportunities.

•  What do you do when you fall 
out of love with your brand?

•  Retrain every single person 
every year.

•  If you don’t have great manure 
you can’t have great gelato.

•  Being “massclusive” means that 
no one can match you.

•  It’s not enough to have the 
best product: you must have 
the “best taste in the mind”.

•  When you go international, ex-
pect to make big mistakes, 
have the right resources, and 
make decisions quickly.

•  Domino’s: “an IT company that 
happens to sell pizza”.

Federico GromProf Stéphane Garelli
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Randy Garutti Gerd Gigerenzer

Rachel Belam

Panel: J. M. Fernández Bosch, W. Seib, R. Belam, R. Nagele

Jonathan Doughty

Ian D. Zilberkweit

Bites for Thought
•  The ‘Machine’ is our guiding part-

ner.

•  We are less intoxicated (‘beer 
driven’) and more caffeinated 
(‘coffee driven’).

•  Life’s easier if you employ great 
people.

•  Do what everyone else is unwill-
ing or unable to do.

•  Hire slow, fire fast.

•  Quality not quantity.

•  Location, Experience, Format, 
Design.

•  Break the circle of defensive de-
cision-making.

•  Excellence, Flexibility, Choice, 
Consciousness.

•  For the traveller food & beverage 
creates the ‘sense of place’.

•  Ask yourself “Would I go there?”

•  We need to think from the cus-
tomer to the kitchen.

2014: reachiNg for NeW oPPortuNitieS

Vaclav Smil

2015: caPturiNg the future
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Ståle Økland

Bites for Thought
•  Hurry up and get cracking. Time is com-

pressing, instant gratification means  
reacting in nano-seconds.

•  Pizza, Burger, Sushi. Authenticity and 
national culture have become inter-
twined.

•  Welcome to the algorithm economy. 
More and more often the global Cloud/
Machine/Search Engine system is able to 
create an algorithm to predict what a 
consumer will want before they even 
know they want it.

•  It’s not the taste, it’s the sharing. Eating 
out in public is more than simply tasting 
great food. Sharing is the most impor-
tant part of the dining experience.

•  It all comes down to 5 things: people, 
technology, health, design, conveni-
ence.

•  Changes in society lead to changes in 
business. It is our job to meet those 
changing societal demands.

•  Know the difference between sustaining 
innovation and disruptive innovation. 
Start-ups create disruption by redefining 
products and services.

•  Three lessons from rock bands: turn big 
into small, change the model, give them 
something to believe in.

•  You’re getting old: have you lived your 
dream? Forget about ‘motivation’. Ask 
yourself: Do I live my passion? Other-
wise, how can you expect your team 
and employees to follow you and  
engage?

•  From planning to experimentation. Plan-
ning has been the long-term competen-
cy for management, but in a fast world, 
plans quickly become obsolete. The 
new management tool is to move quickly 
from plans to experiments.

•  Articulate knowledge vs. tacit know-
ledge. Don’t overestimate what has 
been written down, codified, or stand-
ardized. Many things are learned best by 
doing, by ‘trailing’ experienced workers, 
by sharing stories.

•  Seeing is believing, But the greater real-
ity is, believing is seeing. Believe in what 
your vision is, enter into the dark, into 
the unknown. Move forward, embrace 
change, even if it is only one invisible  
future step at a time.

Kjell Nordström

Andy Holzer

Gregory Marciano

Rod McKie

Marius RoblesMert AskinLionel Tiger
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Panel: W. Shu, A. Rennie, R. Perera, D. Buttress 

2016: NavigatiNg through the digital Storm

Bites for Thought
•  Record, upload, share, loop. The consumer mar-

ket, especially restaurants, can now be described 
as being in a cycle: customers look to record their 
experiences; upload and share them, and then 
turn it into some kind of personal learning loop for 
the next experience.

•  More and more is possible with less and less. With 
unlimited access to information, to products, to 
services via the Cloud-based Internet, as consum-
ers we expect more, but are only willing to pay less 
for everything we purchase.

•  You shop for foodservice not for food. Wherever 
we eat, consumers demand that the food will be 
great, today the competitive edge comes from the 
service provided.

•  AVOCADO!!! With instant communication available, 
even the most esoteric menu fad can go viral over-
night. Restaurateurs are constantly being forced to 
search for the next new thing.

•  Spend 90% of your energy on 90% of your guests.

•  Create a digital campaign with off-line touchpoints.

•  Make international brand standards work to meet 
local needs.

•  The restaurant business is actually tied to reality. 
Restaurants serve real food to real people.

•  The new rules: think shared, small, local, stable.

•  Customization is cultural so ‘make it just for me’.

•  More ‘bits & bites’ less ‘preservatives’. Finding a 
restaurant’s review, making a dinner reservation, or 
ordering delivery items online are all growing more 
important. But so is the need for better information 
about the wholesomeness of ingredients or the 
provenance of the food we eat.

•  Our reputation is in your hands: the blessing and 
curse of delivery. Who is actually in control of food 
quality and brand identity, the restaurant or the 
delivery company?

David McDowall Prof Stéphane Garelli

Douglas Rushkoff

Selim Varol

Robin Rowland

Eric Partaker

Jan-Willem Dockheer Tim Lai

Jan Knikker

Quirze Salomó

Friederike StöverJambu Palaniappan

2017: cleariNg the cloudS of a tumultuouS time

Prof Hannelore DanielKarl Brauckmann
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Bites for Thought
•  People now eat with their smartphones first.

•  Growth is really the watchword now for the 
restaurant industry, whether it is like-for-
likes, new unit growth, m&a, purpose to 
spend.

•  Even while boundaries are collapsing, res-
taurants are still in the relationship business. 
The branding is all about the relationship 
with the customer.

•  The restaurant business is a live business, 
restaurateurs are live performers. And the 
tyranny of performing on time is getting 
tighter and tighter.

•  Innovation, freshness, speed, choice and 
sustainability: these are the five things that 
are driving the restaurant business across all 
platforms.

•  Location creates value that technology 
can’t. Hospitality experience is based on 
communityship.

•  Fast food was yesterday, feel good food is 
today. It’s no longer fast food, it’s service 
that’s quick.

•  The world economy is growing and making 
everybody’s lives better. The restaurant in-
dustry is among the beneficiaries.

•  China is set to be the centre of the world for 
this coming century and is ready to embrace 
world brands. The restaurant industry have 
to be ready as well.

•  What’s not going to change is more impor-
tant than what is. Create restaurant experi-
ences that are memories waiting to be 
shared.

•  Better data, better food, better business: 
technology gives us access to knowing our 
customers better.

•  Who owns the meal at the front door? Res-
taurants do. They are still the centre of their 
community.

Marc Schumacher

John Eckbert
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2019: the future aWaitS

Mette Lykke Jérôme Tafani Benjamin Calleja

Pierluigi Collina

Bites for Thought
•  The “New Industrial” core will be made up 

not of factories (stuff being made), but of 
data centers (stuff in bits and bytes), distri-
bution centers (stuff to buy and deliver) 
and urban agricultural centers (stuff to grow 
and eat).

•  Post-industrial societies are no longer ho-
mogeneous groups of people but individu-
als of many types and desires. The coming 
marketplace will not be like a smooth alloy 
in a melting pot but more like chunky ingre-
dients tossed together in a salad bowl.

•  When you enter a restaurant you enter the 
brand, and that brand is reflected by the 
faces of its employees.

•  You cannot hire someone who can make 
sandwiches and teach them to be passion-
ate, but you can hire passionate people and 
teach them how to make sandwiches.

•  While no one wants to work during a crisis, 
a crisis can become a great opportunity… 
as long as you survive.

•  Innovation has to be a cultural value across 
all levels of the restaurant organization, not 
a stand-alone department.

•  A customer’s first impressions really matter – 
so design matters, music matters, lighting 
matters, and smell matters in creating a 
great first impression.

•  Your business can be smart or not so smart, 
healthy or unhealthy. It is best to be smart 
and healthy.

•  Increasingly technology is changing the 
rules, today the “Referee” is becoming a 
“Robocop” able to track results and correct 
mistakes instantly.

•  Restaurant food waste is too important to 
ignore, we need to find ways to “eat every-
thing on our plates.”

•  Delivery is instant gratification, for the cus-
tomer and the restaurant. But delivery, if  
not managed, is like a plague infecting full-
service restaurant operations.

•  Smile, a sense of humor is a business asset.
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2018: SettiNg a courSe for a NeW horizoN

Jordi Barri Carles

Kavi Thakrar
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Aaron Allen Henning Beck David BosshartDavid Bosshart Christophe Cuvillier Francesco De Mojana

Mario Federico Jitse Groen Ali Knapp Victor Lugger

Christopher C. Muller Carles Tejedor Muntadas Fyodor Ovchinnikov Daniel Schunk Gretel WeissGretel Weiss

Herculano Rodrigues

20th Summit  
(23th), 24th & 25th 
September 2019.

Looking ahead:
21st Summit
(23th), 24th & 25th 
September 2020.

Info: www.efss.ch



Mert Askin

StatemeNtS

The Summit: Four Attendees Comment

Mélanie Guilldou

Terry Varner

Mirko Silz

Executive Board Member, L’Osteria, 
Munich, Germany
“I’ve been to the European Foodservice 
Summit about seven times and I’m always 
thrilled. It is a great opportunity to meet the 
celebrities of our industry – some from Eur
ope, but some also from all over the world 
– and to exchange information about 
trends, ideas and visions.
In addition, I appreciate the exciting, varied 
specialist presentations at an absolute top 
level. For me, these are an inspiration and 
at the same time the basis for many solu
tions in my own company.
In my opinion, the study tours through the 
Zurich foodservice scene on the day before 
the conference – regularly offered as an 
addon option – and the boat tours on Lake 
Zurich, rounding off the first Summit day, 
have also been great: the ideal complement 
to the more theoretical lectures.
Of course, the representative event location 
directly by the lake also plays a decisive  
role. Every year the Lake Side Casino  
Zurichhorn offers the perfect setting for  
this extraordinary highclass event.”

President F&B, Azadea Group, Dubai, 
UAE
“My first visit to the Summit was more than 
ten years ago. Back then I was working at 
Kosebasi Restaurants in Turkey with a fo
cus on international development. I believe I 
was the only one from Turkey attending and 
I loved it. It was pure inspiration for me. 
This condensed period of two days with 
loads of information and meeting colleagues 
from the industry from all over the world 
has helped me to adjust strategies.
Back then there were not a lot of internatio
nal industry meetings. Now there are may
be too many. For me, the Summit in Zurich 
remains unparalleled – with the selection of 
the speakers and topics, the intimate at
mosphere, the various close networking op
portunities and the attention to operator 
focus. I personally like particularly the 
speakers from outside the industry. 
Many of the topics these speakers discuss 
are actually very relevant to the industry 
and business in general – maybe not direct
ly, but indirectly. So I can take these notes 
back, reflect and put some into action.”

President, Herman/Stewart Construction, Lanham (Maryland), USA
“I was first invited to the Summit in 2008 through my contacts with European restaurant clients 
that I build for in the United States. I’ve attended every year since. The excellent quality program, 
notable and influential speakers, and equally important, the small, intimate number of attendees 
allows everyone to meet and share experiences. This is what sets the European Foodservice Sum
mit apart from other international conferences.
Each year many wellrespected operators and select vendors attend, some for the first time, and 
they bring fresh, innovative ideas, introducing us to new clients and markets. The international 
diversity of attendees allows us to learn about restaurant operations and economies around the 
globe. The Summit is a great way to meet restaurant operators across the Atlantic – no matter 
what side you call home.”

Executive VP Foodservice Global,  
Lagardère Travel Retail, Paris, France
“With about 20 years’ experience in the 
foodservice business, I have naturally been 
an avid reader of FoodService Europe & 
Middle East magazine for many years. 
I had also heard about the annual European 
Foodservice Summit in September. How
ever, this time of the year was always very 
busy for me and I was never able to attend 
… until last year.
When I arrived, I was of course astonished 
by the amazing view over the lake. Additio
nally, I was fascinated by the quality of the 
contributions, and I highly valued the rigo
rous, consistent and intelligent way the to
pics were approached. Gretel Weiss’ char
ism and leadership impressed me very 
much as well! The speaker spectrum – eco
nomists and scientists mixed with toplevel 
experts from the industry – contributes 
greatly to the success of this event. Now,  
I am certain I will devote two full days to 
this event every year, no matter how tight 
my schedule may be! And I am already look
ing forward to returning next September!”

eveNt 

Fabulous Food Experience
Don’t underestimate the role of great food, perfectly and passionately pre-
sented, for creating a lasting memory. Since the early years of the Summit,  
the team of Marché International, led by CEO Oliver Altherr and COO Markus 
Greiner, has proved its inventive culinary expertise during the legendary  
sunset boat tour on Lake Zurich. 
Fresh, rustic, delicious food, celebrated in stunningly creative ways: state of 
the art catering from professionals for professionals, magic moments for food 
addicts and a great contribution to the overall Summit experience. A thing of 
the past, however, as the boat tour is not possible any more! Be surprised by 
what awaits you this year – a breath-taking location just across Lake Zurich.

Oliver Altherr, Markus Greiner
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Recipes and styles vary from kitchen to 
kitchen, but at the heart of all masterful 
cooking is the same formula for success. 
Preparation. Hard work. Skill. 
And a genuine passion for food.

We created Arla Pro to bring dairy expertise, quality and taste to 
chefs, bakers and other foodservice professionals around the world.

While our customers are at home in the kitchen, our owners are at 
home on the farm. Founded in Scandinavia as a dairy co-operative 
over 130 years ago, today we are a global company driven by local 
insights.

We believe that innovation comes from collaboration. Fresh thinking 
and shared dialogue inspire us to continuously create new products 
and services that help our professional customers meet their goals.

Because better food means better business.

Educational Partner20th   European
Foodservice Summit
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home on the farm. Founded in Scandinavia as a dairy co-operative 
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We believe that innovation comes from collaboration. Fresh thinking 
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Because better food means better business.
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Nestlé Professional is passionate about serving the out-of-home industry, using its global experience and 

know-how to strengthen and accelerate the businesses of our foodservice and hospitality industry partners. 

Via our leading brands and products, we share our solutions and innovations to help our 

customers and operators make more possible as they delight their clients and consumers.

Our three ambitions:
• to use our global consumer insight to deliver profi table new business ideas for our customers

• to build ever closer working relationships with you, our foodservice partner

•  and to use the strength of our trusted brands, products, systems & solutions to help you drive 

profi table growth and guest satisfaction

Nestlé Professional is committed to building long term sustainable relationships 
with our customers by: 
• Listening & understanding their challenges at local and regional levels

• Applying our culinary, beverage and nutritional expertise and resources to meet these challenges

• Offering outstanding customer service 

• Providing value-added tools and resources to create competitive advantages 

•  Help our customers to navigate the dynamic nutritional regulatory landscape with our Nutripro Program

Key links to know more about Nestlé Professional:
Follow us on LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/nestle-professional/

Nestlé Professional global website: www.nestleprofessional.com

Nutripro Program: www.nestleprofessional.com/list/nutrition

Nestlé Professional Twitter account: https://twitter.com/Nestlepro

Nestlé Professional: dedicated to helping
you grow your foodservice business
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Our Mission: to Excite  
Your Guests
Impulses through trends and product novelties
Thanks to our unique food service monitoring, we sense product trends at a very early stage and where 

they arise: with the guest, in the scene, in the particular cuisines. That’s where our authentic and trendy 

food novelties originate. And that’s also how you will enthrall your guests!

 

Success through the highest quality and product safety
With Europe’s largest portfolio and our continuous investments in new technologies, we set standards on 

the market. You want to develop unique and competitive offers? We will supply you with innovative prod-

ucts of unique quality. The ingredients for your business success!

Emotions with creative concepts and recipes
We want to delight your guests with creative concepts and the exploration of your guests’ desires.  

You can rely on our fast and flexible services as your experienced culinary specialist! 

www.salomon-foodworld.com 
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Symrise At a Glance
Symrise is a global supplier of fragrances, flavorings, cosmetic base materials and substances, as well as 

functional ingredients. Its clients include manufacturers of perfumes, cosmetics, food and beverages, the 

pharmaceutical industry and producers of nutritional supplements and pet food.

Flavor’s range of products consists of approximately 13,000 items, which it sells in 146 countries. Symrise 

customers use the flavorings to make foods and beverages and give the various products their individual 

tastes. Symrise supplies individual flavorings used in end products as well as complete solutions, which, 

apart from the actual flavor, can contain additional functional ingredients, food coloring or microencapsu-

lated components. The segment has sites in more than 40 countries in Europe, Asia, North America, Latin 

America and Africa.

With global competencies in alcoholic, nonalcoholic, dried and instant beverages, Symrise is setting new 

standards and trends in the national and international beverage industry through the authentic, innovative 

tasting experiences Symrise delivers. Thanks to years of expertise, refined technologies and its comprehen-

sive understanding of markets and consumers, the company is creating completely new prospects for the 

beverage industry while meeting individual customer needs.

With sales of A 3.2 billion in the 2018 fiscal year and a market share of around 10 %, Symrise is one of the 

leading global suppliers in the flavors and fragrances market. Headquartered in Holzminden, Germany, the 

Group is represented by more than 100 locations in Europe, Africa, the Middle East, Asia, the United States 

and Latin America.

The Symrise Group originally resulted from a merger between the German companies Haarmann & Reimer 

and Dragoco in 2003. The roots of Symrise date back to 1874 and 1919, when the two companies were 

founded. In 2006, Symrise AG entered the stock market with its initial public offering (IPO). www.symrise.com
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True Refrigeration
For nearly 75 years, True has been the industry’s most trusted name in commercial refrigeration in kitchens 

all around the world. The name “True” sums up everything we represent: maintaining the highest standards 

of design and manufacturing and a passion for ensuring proper food holding temperatures in the most rigor-

ous foodservice environments. Our customers value the reliability and world class product support they get 

from their True products, each one backed by our industry-leading 5 year warranty on all parts and labour. 

is headquartered in the United States with 500,000 m2 of production, R&D and warehouse space. In 

Europe, True has two UK locations, including a new offi ce in the heart of London plus our main EU offi ce 

in Germany and large warehouse in the Netherlands. All together, these facilities stock a wide array of re-

frigerators and freezers, accessories and spare parts and serve as bases for technical support, marketing 

and customer service teams. True works closely as a trusted partner with major global chains as well as 

independent foodservice operators to deliver products to any point in Europe within a 48-hour timeframe. 

Whether you manage a burger, bakery, juice or even a fl exible workspace offi ce, True has the refrigeration 

products to run a successful operation. 

Foodservice operators in Europe nowadays demand higher energy effi ciency refrigeration solutions combined 

with eco-friendly designs, yet without sacrifi cing performance necessary to maintain quality food products. 

True is proud to rise to this challenge. Over the past ten years, our company has invested heavily into the 

development of R290-based refrigeration systems. Our products not only fully comply or exceed current EU 

energy-saving mandates, but are ready for the phase-out of non-HC refrigerants in the next two years. 

To learn more about the True story and our products, please visit us at www.truerefrigeration.eu or talk to us 

during the Foodservice Europe Summit. Congratulations to the Foodservice Europe Summi t on its 20th year 

and we look forward to continued partnership over the next twenty years! www.truemfg.com/emea
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Who cares about warewashing?

Cleanliness. Hygiene. Perfect wash results. That‘s what we strive for at Winterhalter every 
day. For three generations, we have developed solutions for commercial washing. Explo-
ring new avenues. Setting market standards and enthusing our customers. Winterhalter 
stands for fi rst-class cleanliness and hygiene.

For quality and reliability. For engagement and consistent customer focus. With branches 
all over the world and an international team, we are actively shaping the future of wa-
rewashing solutions. The future for our customers and ourselves. We take care of your 
warewashing.

»Me!«
Jürgen Winterhalter, 1971

Globalisation

»Me!«
Karl Winterhalter, 1947

Foundation

»Me!«
Ralph Winterhalter, 2008

Digitalisation

As ever, it is not simply an indication of origin, but a seal of 
quality: Products made in Germany and Switzerland are re-
cognised worldwide for their premium quality and absolu-
te reliability. For engineering skill, ingenuity and precision. 
Winterhalter is the perfect testament to this: In Meckenbeu-
ren, Endingen and Rüthi we develop and produce solutions for 
fi rst-class cleanliness and hygiene. This is our promise for every 
single warewasher that leaves our factory.

Over 41 individual branches. Distribution partners in 70 countries. With high quality 
standards, hard work, curiosity and ambition, Winterhalter has grown from a small Swa-
bian family company into a global player. Every day we work to achieve the perfect wash 
results. For our customers in a variety of industries. For hotels and restaurants. Cafés and 
bars. Chain restaurants and canteens.

What opportunities does digitalisation offer? What benefi ts does new technology bring?
Which trends and developments will shape commercial warewashing in the future? We 
fi nd all of these questions extremely exciting. And that’s why we are already working on 
developments that will affect us and our customers tomorrow, and the day after. Would 
you like to work with us?

» We are family people.«

THE 
DIGITAL 
KITCHEN 

Down-to-earth. Forward-looking. With a focus on family. The culture and values of our 
family have shaped the Winterhalter company for three generations. Close to staff, cus-
tomers and partners. Long-term thinking, looking ahead at generations to come. Taking 
personal responsibility – all this is at the heart of Winterhalter. We are proud of our 
family company. And we are pleased to grow a little more every day.

Welcome to the world of Winterhalter! Find out more at www.winterhalter.com

1.900 EMPLOYEESMADE IN GERMANY 
AND SWITZERLAND
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Mario C. Bauer

Henry McGovern

Brand Ambassador, Entrepreneur, Author & 
Teddy Bear
Growing up in his family’s restaurant in Aus-
tria, Mario developed a truly international 
mindset. For almost a decade, he was re-
sponsible for international growth & part-
nerships at Vapiano, Germany’s leading Ital-
ian-style fast-casual chain. His current pas-
sion is Curtice Brothers, an organic boutique 
ketchup cooked in Tuscany. Still a globe 
trotter, he also hosts podcasts with stars of 
the international F&B industry (Teddy Talks). 

Entrepreneur, Investor, Builder, Mentor, Father
The founder and former Chief Emotional Of-
ficer of AmRest, started in Poland and now a 
leading multi-brand restaurant company in 
Europe, describes himself as the embodi-
ment of the “Wszystko Jest Mozliwe!” culture 
(anything is possible!). Today, AmRest em-
braces a portfolio of over 2,100 restaurants 
across 26 countries. Now ‘retired’, Henry – 
father of four kids – is developing his inter-
ests in new technologies, being an investor 
in early stage start-ups.

Kevin Todd

Andreas KarlssonIgnasi Ferrer

Hospitality Expert for a Lifetime
Working principally in the UK, as well as 
Central and Eastern Europe, Kevin has en-
joyed being in the hospitality industry in all 
its shapes and forms – from restaurants, 
pubs and hotels to transport hubs – for 
decades. He held senior leadership and 
strategic roles for companies such as Mit-
chells & Butlers and Rosinter Restaurants. 
Currently he is investor and Non-Executive 
Chairman for several companies including 
Which Which and Conran restaurants. 

The Expansion Strategist 
Born in the North East of Sweden, hospitality 
got hold of him when Andreas worked for 
an Italian family in their restaurants during his 
school years. Now, as MD Sticks’n’Sushi UK 
since 2012, his job is to develop the exciting 
Denmark-based chain in the UK market, with 
the 9th Stick’n’Sushi  restaurant due to open 
in Soho, London, in September. Building life-
long friendships is what hospitality all about, 
Andreas says. “The true United Nations of in-
dustries!”

The Multi-Brand Conductor 
In 2002, just at the age of 30-something,  
ESADE graduate Ignasi was named CEO of 
Eat Out Group, a leading Spanish multi-
brand foodservice player. Thirteen years  
later, he started a new professional venture 
as CEO of Vapiano Spain and independent 
board advisor for various companies, focus-
ing on turnarounds, governance and strate-
gy. He is also an oceanographer and co-
founder of a venture builder platform  
specialised in Blue Economy.

The Food Retail Analyst 
As former head of one of Germany’s leading 
wholesale markets for food and food-
service technology in the heart of the Ruhr 
region, Herwig is a highly experienced ob-
server of the interactions between food-
service and the food retail trade in Europe 
and beyond. Widely travelled, Herwig 
Niggemann regularly brings excellent  
photographs and critical analyses with him 
from his numerous business trips and study 
tours.

Herwig Niggemann

The Quickservice Protagonist 
A native of Serbia, Bane, who graduated in 
law and speaks six languages, knows exactly 
how quickservice works. He started his career 
with McDonald’s as trainee in a London res-
taurant in 1988. Following leadership posi-
tions in various European countries, he was 
appointed CEO of McDonald’s Germany and 
President of Western Division in 2005, over-
seeing more than 2,100 restaurants. He has 
been running his own McD franchise (devel-
opment licence) in Slovenia since 2014.Bane Knezevic

The Members: Who’s Who?
Setting up a Summit Advisory Board  
immediately after the event’s premiere 
was an inspired idea on the part of the 
three founders. Today, experienced, well-
connected foodservice players from all 
over Europe support the project – as am-
bassadors and as trendscouts on the 
lookout for subjects of concern, concepts 
to be watched and top speakers.
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